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Executive Summary 6 

As documented in the 2013 Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA), beginning in 7 

November 2023, members of the US pharmaceutical supply chain will be required to 8 

electronically share information about transactions that transfer ownership from one 9 

party to another.  Included in this information is data about the trade items as well as the 10 

trading partners themselves. This information will be repeated for each transaction and 11 

possibly for each individual trade item.   12 

Today, members of the supply chain already manage trade item data and trading partner 13 

data separate from the transactions they engage in every day.  This process is called 14 

Master Data Management and provides storage efficiencies and data quality opportunities.   15 

This Study was undertaken to explore the idea of extending Master Data Management 16 

practices to DSCSA Transaction Information requirements.  The Study was successful in 17 

demonstrating how master data could be redacted from DSCSA Transactions and when 18 

needed, be sourced safely from ongoing master data alignment and synchronization 19 

practices.  20 
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STUDY OBJECTIVES 48 

Introduction 49 

The Drug Supply Chain Security Act specifies that trading partners are to share (via a 50 

secure, interoperable, electronic manner) specific information with each other. Starting in 51 

November of 2023 that information is defined as “Transaction Information” and 52 

“Transaction Statements” (data attributes are defined in the text of the law) between 53 

immediate trading partners. This data is to be kept for six (6) years. “Section 203 54 

Enhanced Drug Distribution Security” also states that it is required that ‘The systems and 55 

processes necessary to produce the transaction information for each transaction going 56 

back to the manufacturer.   57 

Although there is debate within the industry as to who is to perform the gathering of TI 58 

data, the law is clear about the content of the TI. Within the TI data attributes reside 59 

“Trade Item” master data as well as Entity master data for both the party transferring 60 

ownership and the party taking ownership of the trade item.  61 

     62 

Need for Study 63 

Most trading partners in the pharmaceutical industry currently employ various means to 64 

capture and ensure the quality of trade item and trading partner (entity and location) 65 

master data.  Master Data Management is a well-known method to ensure that this data is 66 

accurate and results in high level quality1 of static data that can be referenced by day to 67 

day transactions such as Orders, Advance Ship Notices, Invoices, etc. 68 

In these cases, the requirement to capture, store and share Transaction Information data 69 

(as defined in the law) introduces a second source of Trade Item and Entity master data.   70 

This study was initiated to demonstrate that current master data management practices 71 

could be extended to the management of DSCSA data while still complying with the 72 

DSCSA law. The study goal was to demonstrate how product, location and entity master 73 

data can be delivered via master data sharing mechanisms outside of the Drug Supply 74 

Chain Security Act (DSCSA) data stream and accurately be brought back together to 75 

provide the information needed for DSCSA purposes. 76 

 77 

                                                      
1 See “Perfect Order” document developed by the Strategic Marketplace Initiative 
(https://smi.memberclicks.net/index.php?option=com_mcform&view=ngforms&id=15598
#/)  

https://smi.memberclicks.net/index.php?option=com_mcform&view=ngforms&id=15598#/
https://smi.memberclicks.net/index.php?option=com_mcform&view=ngforms&id=15598#/
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Definitions 78 

Term Definition 

DSCSA Drug Supply Chain Security Act 

US law defining drug distribution security requirements. 

MDM Master Data Management 

Processes and techniques regarding the identification of 
static data and processes to keep the data up to date. 
Emphasizes implementation of one source for master 
data and referencing the data using standardized 
identifiers.  

Education Module A “learn at your own pace” tool which summarizes the 
study whitepaper. 

Monographs An output from the Study.  A Monograph provides a deep 
dive into a topic of interest in a study.  For this Study, 
Monographs are available on various Master Data 
Management processes. 

ReferenceModel A simulation of processes and data created by those 
processes to study the effects of change on complex 
systems.  For this study, the ReferenceModels simulated 
the exchange of trade items, master data and DSCSA 
Transaction Information between a manufacturer, 
wholesaler and dispenser. 

 79 

RELATED LITERATURE 80 

DSCSA Law:  81 

A copy of the law as well as FDA guidance’s and timelines can be found at 82 

https://www.fda.gov/drugs/drugsafety/drugintegrityandsupplychainsecurit83 

y/drugsupplychainsecurityact/default.htm  84 

EducationModule: 85 

www.c4scs.org/DSCSA-MDM/... 86 

DSCSA data sharing and MDM Monographs: 87 

www.c4scs.org/DSCSA-MDM/... 88 

ReferenceModel: 89 

www.c4scs.org/DSCSA-MDM/... 90 

 91 

https://www.fda.gov/drugs/drugsafety/drugintegrityandsupplychainsecurity/drugsupplychainsecurityact/default.htm
https://www.fda.gov/drugs/drugsafety/drugintegrityandsupplychainsecurity/drugsupplychainsecurityact/default.htm
http://www.c4scs.org/DSCSA-MDM/
http://www.c4scs.org/DSCSA-MDM/
http://www.c4scs.org/DSCSA-MDM/
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METHODS 92 

Study Design 93 

The Center for Supply Chain Studies relies on the use of ReferenceModels or simulations 94 

of supply chain processes and information flow to enhance the understanding of complex 95 

systems and how changes might impact those systems.  96 

The Study team reviewed and provided guidance on the interaction between the 97 

simulated trading partners and the impact of multiple sources for master data.  The Study 98 

Team also provided focus and direction on the functionality of the models to ensure the 99 

findings were pertinent to the goals of the study.   100 

Findings of the study came as direct output from the ReferenceModels and from 101 

discussions within the Study Team.   102 

Each participating company that provided DSCSA transaction or Master Data 103 

management solutions were interviewed to assure that the nuances of the services were 104 

considered in the discussions and models.  Each represented solution resulted in a 105 

Monograph that depicted the solution so that the solution could replace the generic 106 

solution processes of the ReferenceModel.   107 

ReferenceModel 108 

To demonstrate the benefits and safety of continuing the practice of Master Data 109 

Management for the purposes of DSCSA compliance, the study team developed a 110 

ReferenceModel or simulation of the US pharmaceutical supply chain.  The 111 

ReferenceModel depicted the transition of ownership of drugs from one trading partner to 112 

another. A simple version of the supply chain was used in the model which included a 113 

manufacturer, wholesaler and dispenser.  The model demonstrated the movement of trade 114 

items, trade item master data, entity/location master data, and DSCSA Transaction 115 

Information.  Variations of the initial model were created which would demonstrate a 116 

scenario of the trading partners sourcing product and location master data through 117 

master data management processes and redacting master data from the DSCSA 118 

Transaction Information data shared.  Another scenario was created where product and 119 

location was sourced through master data management processes and through the DSCSA 120 

Transaction Information as defined in the DSCSA law.  Both models allowed for a certain 121 

amount of errors to be introduced with the goal to demonstrate if either model was more 122 

efficient and if either model allowed for interference at the clinical level (interfered with 123 

clinical processes). 124 

Measures 125 

The Study Team identified measures that they were concerned with at the start of the 126 

Study.  The Study Team attempted to cause the ReferenceModel to provide data based on 127 

the measures.  The following Measures were attempted: 128 
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 Could a second set of master data impact patient safety? 129 

 Are there efficiencies to be gained by extending master data management practices 130 

to DSCSA requirements? 131 

 Do master data management practices interfere with DSCSA requirement 132 

compliance? 133 

 Are there potential data quality issues associated with multiple sources of trade 134 

item or entity/location master data. 135 

 Is there a significant savings in archival space when master data management 136 

processes are implemented? 137 

 Is there an impact in terms of timing for responding to a request to retrieve and 138 

report on historical DSCSA data? 139 

 140 

RESULTS 141 

Discussion 142 

The ReferenceModels showed a difference in efficiency in regards to the amount of data 143 

required to archive.  Also, the weekly team discussions leading to the development of the 144 

ReferenceModels led to the realization that MDM is an existing practice.  Several levels of 145 

formality were identified which ranged from catalog sharing, master data alignment and 146 

master data synchronization.   147 

Discussion of Findings  148 

There are some stakeholders in the supply chain that take a strict interpretation of the 149 

DSCSA law in terms of exactly which data attributes needed to be exchanged with 150 

each transaction. This view was made public during the FDA’s industry workshop in 151 

May of 2016.  152 

This study was initiated to determine whether master data attributes could be 153 

removed from the DSCSA TI data set and be provided through other Master Data 154 

Management processes.   155 

Finding 1 - Patient Safety: The Reference Models did not show that continuing MDM 156 

practices and redacting master data from the DSCSA Transaction Information would 157 

result in inaccurate data being available that could impact patients negatively.  158 

Contrary to the concern, the ReferenceModels did show that decisions to use a drug 159 

could be impacted by allowing two versions of master data that might possibly conflict 160 

with each other (see Finding 3). 161 

Finding 2: Upon discussion with the Study Team, it became apparent that master 162 

data management is a pre-existing data quality practice within the 163 

pharmaceutical supply chain. It was at this point in the discussion that the team 164 

realized that the DSCSA master data introduced a second set of master data into 165 
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stakeholder systems and that second set of data could possibly conflict with the 166 

primary source of master data.   167 

The existing master data practices introduce data changes in a controlled environment 168 

prior to transacting business with supply chain partners. Wholesalers and pharmacies 169 

both secure and inspect product data prior to placing information about products into 170 

their ordering systems.  The result is that trade items are new items are not brought 171 

on site until the facility is ready to manage or process the item correctly. 172 

Finding 3: Another finding of the team was that, due to processing differences and 173 

timing, the MDM and DSCSA sources of trade item and entity master data could be 174 

out of alignment for small periods of time.  It was noted that it could be possible that 175 

one source or another might be updated on a different schedule, resulting in an 176 

alignment issue. 177 

Finding 4: In terms of efficiencies allowed by managing and archiving master data 178 

only when it changes rather than with each transaction, the ReferenceModels showed 179 

that allowing master data to be redacted from the DSCSA Transaction Information 180 

resulted in approximately: 181 

• 20% savings in Product data received and archived 182 

• 33% savings in Entity / Location data received and archived 183 

Finding 5: There was no perceptible difference in retrieving full DSCSA TI 184 

information from an archive that only contained Transaction Information with 185 

embedded master data and Transaction Information with redacted master data.  One 186 

caution was noted: a master data archiving procedure must be implemented to 187 

retrieve the master data as it was known at the time of the DSCSA transaction. 188 

 189 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY AND PRACTICE 190 

Summary 191 

Recommendations for further study 192 

This study took under consideration a simple, forward logistics model. Minimal exception 193 

handling was modeled or discussed.  Also, reverse logistics (recalls, returns, withdrawals) 194 

were discussed minimally and were not modeled.  195 

To retrieve the previous Transaction Information [leading back to the manufacturer], a 196 

trading partner or proxy will first need to establish an electronic connection with these 197 

previous trading partners in the supply chain.  A Study to provide insight into how and 198 

under what conditions these electronic connections may be established may be of interest 199 

to this community.  200 
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Conclusions 201 

Certain trading partners (small wholesalers, pharmacies, 3PLs, etc.) may not have access 202 

to mature systems that can take advantage of the efficiencies that master data 203 

management offers.  Also, as the industry transitions to managing serialized product and 204 

data, there may be the need to provide master data as part of DSCSA Transaction 205 

Information for some time.   206 

However, for a growing number of stakeholders that desire to manage, process and 207 

archive master data as part of their overall data quality program; this study provides 208 

findings that trade item and entity/location master data can be managed outside of the 209 

DSCSA Transaction (TI) safely, accurately and efficiently.  210 

Specifically, the study showed that:  211 

 A second set of master data may not impact patient safety, but it can impact 212 

clinical decisions to use a drug with conflicting master data. 213 

 There are efficiencies to be gained by extending master data management 214 

practices to DSCSA requirements. 215 

 Master data management practices do not interfere with DSCSA requirement 216 

compliance. 217 

 There are potential data quality issues associated with multiple sources of trade 218 

item or entity/location master data. 219 

 There is a significant savings in archival space when master data management 220 

processes are implemented? 221 

 There is no significant impact in terms of timing for responding to a request to 222 

retrieve and report on historical DSCSA data. 223 

 224 

APPENDICIES      225 


